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 “Let Thy Conscience Act Her Part”: 
Republican Motherhood in Civil War Popular Song 
Gianna Patchett 
Utah State University 
 
Abstract: 
In the American Civil War, described by Christian McWhirter as a war fought to 
music, popular song played a significant role in the expression and processing of wartime 
emotions and ideologies. Civil War songs with lyrics written by women show feminine 
strength in tragedy, challenges due to societal expectations, and the day to day difficulties of 
wartime on the homefront. One concept that unites these themes is that of Republican 
Motherhood, an ideology developed in the Revolutionary War, but which continued to be 
prevalent throughout the 19th Century. This paradigm places female experience in the context 
of duty, patriotism, and sentimentality.  
In order to better understand this concept, a list of Civil War songs with female 
lyricists was compiled using three notable databases of American popular music: The Library 
of Congress Civil War Sheet Music Collection, the Lester S. Levy Sheet Music Collection 
from Johns Hopkins University, and the Edison Collection of American Sheet Music. The 
resulting compilation numbers at nearly 130 songs. The exploration of these songs expands 
our understanding of the evocation of Republican Motherhood and its place in the Civil War. 
The ability to deny the extreme emotions of wartime loss, as required by the idea of patriotic 
motherhood, and the strength needed to perform wartime activities defy the stereotypes in 
which women were placed before the war. Through the expression and overlap of themes 
such as patriotism, female roles, and sentimentality, the lyrics of songs written by women 
show the ways in which women defied gender expectations both by pushing against the 
exigencies of patriotic motherhood and by following its precepts. A closer analysis of these 
lyrics and the music accompanying them expands our definition and understanding of 
Republican Motherhood both as a larger ideology and an aspect of society during the 
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“Let Thy Conscience Act Her Part”: 
Republican Motherhood in Civil War Popular Song 
 
 In 1863, at the height of the American Civil War, a lyricist known simply as “Josie” 
wrote the lyrics of a song entitled “I Cannot Bid Thee Go, My Boy.” From the perspective of 
a mother sending her son off to war, it is an example of the emotional hardship of homefront 
life and the speaker’s inner conflict between duty and sentimentality. Over the course of the 
song, we are presented with themes of patriotism (“The patriotic zeal of those / Who for their 
Country dare”), Christianity (“In humble faith to pray for them, / And ask the care of God”), 
gender roles (“duty points the way”), and homefront emotion (“why are women’s hearts so 
weak…Why stand we back with wistful eyes and tearful”).1  
 Through these themes, this song projects a certain view of how women should act. 
That view has been described by scholars as Republican Motherhood, an ideology which first 
appeared in eighteenth-century America and persevered into the twentieth.2 It places female 
experience in the context of duty and patriotism, despite often being at odds with the 
everyday realities of wartime life. 
 “I Cannot Bid Thee Go” is but one example of this ideology, which is quite 
prevalent in the songs addressed in this paper. I have therefore compiled a list of Civil War 
songs with female lyricists, like Josie, to discover the ways in which this ideology was 
 
1 E. G. B. Holder, and Josie, “I Cannot Bid Thee Go, My Boy,” (New York: William Hall & 
Son, 1863), https://dirkncl.github.io/pdmusic_org/civilwar2.html. 
2 Alice Fahs, The Imagined Civil War: Popular Literature of the North and South, 1861–
1865 (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 2001), 122. Other scholars of 
Republican Motherhood include Linda Kerber (“The Republican Mother”), Michelle 
Burnham (Captivity and Sentiment), Jean Elshtain (Women and War), and Susan Grayzel in 





referenced by women in popular song and how this music suggested actions relating to 
Republican Motherhood. This repertoire comes from three notable databases of American 
popular music.3 The resulting compilation numbers at nearly 130 songs. With this material, I 
will outline the main themes present in the lyrics and the characteristics needed in both the 
text and the music to convey Republican Motherhood. This is done in an effort to understand 
the nature of the ideology, the ways in which it was reflected in Civil War culture, and how it 
shaped womanhood at the time. Textual characteristics, such as the denial of emotion during 
wartime and the placement of women in the domestic sphere, offer a unique paradigm of the 
exigencies of womanhood. Therefore, we must start by looking at the ways in which 
women’s roles were perceived during the Civil War and the place of Republican Motherhood 
within the larger culture. 
 
Republican Motherhood in the Civil War  
 The term “Republican Motherhood” was first coined by feminist historian Linda 
Kerber in the mid-twentieth century to describe a social paradigm that, for the United States, 
began with the Revolutionary War and persisted beyond the American Civil War.4 According 
to Kerber, “the Republican mother’s life was dedicated to the service of civic virtue.”5 
Republican Motherhood is the idea that the morality of a nation is directly linked to the virtue 
and moral strength of that nation’s women. Under this ideology, one of the foremost patriotic 
 
3 The Library of Congress Civil War Sheet Music Collection, the Lester S. Levy Sheet Music 
Collection from Johns Hopkins University, and the Edison Collection of American Sheet 
Music. 
4 This ideology most likely differed in some ways based on political affiliation. However, that 
is beyond the scope of this paper.  
5 Linda Kerber, "The Republican Mother: Women and the Enlightenment-An American 
Perspective," American Quarterly 28, no. 2 (1976): 202. Since Kerber, many people have 
adopted this term and used it in different ways including Alice Fahs in her book The 





contributions of women is raising children with republican ideals and, in war time, sacrificing 
their sons to battle. The latter concept can also be expanded to encompass all women in their 
giving of husbands, brothers, fathers, and sweethearts to the war effort.6 
Because gender roles changed based on social class due to financial and other factors, 
the application of Republican Motherhood may differ across social strata. For the purposes 
of this paper, however, Republican Motherhood will be discussed as an aspect of middle-
class society.7  
It is at this time important to note that the term “Republican Motherhood” was not 
present during the Civil War. Assuming otherwise might suggest that these roles were created 
according to a preexisting frame. While it represents a societal paradigm from that era, the 
defined concept has been superimposed in retrospect by historians to categorize a set of 
characteristics relating to public thought and action. The scope of this paper, therefore, is 
simply to apply this ideological lens to Civil War popular song. 
Included in the general definition of Republican Motherhood are various facets that 
are seemingly contradictory yet exist simultaneously in popular descriptions of wartime 
society. These paradoxes include ways of thinking about women’s emotions and the 
consideration of women’s roles. In his book Defining Duty in the Civil War, J. Matthew 
Gallman expands Kerber’s definition of Republican Motherhood to include the management 
of female emotion and the woman’s role in influencing male morale. He suggests that women 
were discouraged from showing sorrow or fear as such emotions could negatively impact the 
morale of soldiers. According to Gallman, “patriotic women were expected to send their 
 
6 J. Matthew Gallman, Defining Duty in the Civil War: Personal Choice, Popular Culture, 
and the Union Home Front (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 2015). 
7 The audience of the compiled music may also be impacted by class. This, however, is 





husbands cheerful letters, encouraging them to stay in uniform when things at home were 
going poorly.”8 This view is described in the poem “Thus Saith The Lord, I Offer Thee Three 
Things” by Oliver Wendell Holmes Sr., a poet and Supreme Court Judge, when he wrote:  
In peaceful homes, where patriot fires 
On Love's own altars glow,  
The mother hides her trembling fear,  
The wife, the sister, checks a tear, 
To breathe the parting word of cheer,  
Soldier of Freedom, Go!9 
The poem outlines two key characteristics: patriotism and feminine strength over emotion. 
Holmes places women exercising emotional restraint in a home where “patriot fires” burn, 
suggesting its relationship to duty and patriotism. In this way, Republican Motherhood can be 
viewed as requiring control over sentimentality. 
 Seemingly contrary to this view, Alice Fahs makes the point that the public 
expression of women’s emotions, through tears and suffering, was “often portrayed as giving 
appropriate value to men’s actions.”10 She reminds us that “the Civil War took place within a 
widespread sentimental culture that valued the expression of feeling.”11 From this viewpoint, 
evidence of the emotional hardships of Republican Motherhood only strengthened and 
sanctified sacrifice.  
 These two viewpoints, however, may not be as polarized as they seem because they 
represent an important aspect of the ideology: the distinction between public and private. 
Broadly speaking, Republican Motherhood was an ideology that represented a collective 
view of prescribed actions for women. These actions differed based on their context in either 
 
8 Gallman, Defining Duty in the Civil War, 210. 
9 Gallman, Defining Duty in the Civil War, 191. 
10 Fahs, The Imagined Civil War, 122. 





the public or private sphere. Because of this, the exigencies of this ideology are often at odds 
with individual responses and experiences. Perhaps women’s emotions were valued and 
understood in the context of the war’s tragedy but not in public spaces where they might 
endanger soldiers’ morale. 
Republican Motherhood was also conflicting in its connection with women’s roles 
and rights. According to Linda Kerber, “For one woman, Republican Motherhood might 
mean an extension of vistas, for another it could be stifling.”12 The ideology offered a way for 
women to interact with society and government and to receive recognition for their patriotic 
contribution. This can be seen in the perception of maternal figures after the American 
Revolution. In her book chapter “Motherhood and Political Representation in 
Postrevolutionary America,” Michelle Burnham quotes Linda Kerber’s remark that 
“‘motherhood was discussed almost as if it were a fourth branch of government’” and then 
elaborates, “mothers practiced an indirect and mediated form of power that was more often 
called ‘influence’....The future of virtue in the republic was believed, for this reason, to lie in 
the hands of its mothers.”13 According to Paula Baker in her article “The Domestication of 
Politics,” “women combined political activity, domesticity and republican thought through 
motherhood.”14  
Republican Motherhood also, however, retained women firmly in the domestic 
sphere. While it reaffirmed women's public roles in the war, it did not go so far as to validate 
women taking over men's roles. In some ways, according to Jeanie Attie, popular culture’s 
“romanticized narratives about mythical women and female sacrifice obscured the ways 
 
12 Linda Kerber, "The Republican Mother," 205. 
13 Michelle Burnham, "Motherhood and Political Representation in Postrevolutionary 
America," in Captivity and Sentiment: Cultural Exchange in American Literature, 1682–
1861 (Hanover, NH: University Press of New England, 1997), 83. 
14 Paula Baker, "The Domestication of Politics: Women and American Political Society, 





countless women...undertook war relief.”15 Indeed, in Civil War popular literature and 
culture, female subjects were seldom portrayed as anything but patriotic mothers and 
sweethearts. This role of women as the moral foundation of society seemed to take precedent 
in popular thought. Even feminist leader Elizabeth Cady Stanton reflected this idea when she 
wrote, “The women of a nation mold its morals, religion and politics.”16 This role 
encompassed Republican Motherhood, particularly during wartime. As women encouraged 
their men to enlist and supported them from the homefront, Gallman notes that “the roles of 
mother, sweetheart, and wife became intertwined with the republican gender role, as revised 
in time of war to emphasize the responsibility of women to help preserve the union.”17 Rather 
than being a role itself, however, Republican Motherhood serves as an ideological lens 
through which to view popular culture. It will be used in this paper, through the identification 
of tropes found within the lyrics of Civil War popular songs, to see the ways in which the 
various facets of Republican Motherhood were disseminated through music. 
 
Repertoire 
 To this end, and in an attempt to isolate the female responses to this ideology, I have 
compiled a set of songs with lyrics written exclusively by women. This repertoire comes 
from three main sources: The Library of Congress Civil War Sheet Music Collection, the 
Lester S. Levy Sheet Music Collection from Johns Hopkins University, and the Edison 
Collection of American Sheet Music, with additional aid from the American Civil War Music 
 
15 Jeanie Attie, Patriotic Toil: Northern Women and the American Civil War (Ithaca, NY: 
Cornell University Press, 1998), 3.  
16 Davis, Sue, The Political Thought of Elizabeth Cady Stanton: Women’s Rights and the 
American Political Traditions (New York; London: NYU Press, 2008), 122. 






list put together by historian Benjamin Robert Tubb. The Library of Congress Civil War 
Sheet Music Collection is comprised of 2,575 digitized songs. The repertoire chosen from 
this site was first found through searches relating to mothers, women, and sentimental song 
and was later expanded to a search through the list of contributors in search of women 
lyricists. The Lester S. Levy collection was likewise searched, although the collection first 
had to be limited by date. Focusing on songs written from 1860–1866, a database of nearly 
30,000 songs was reduced to 2,427 pieces of music. This was further narrowed to songs with 
lyrics (rather than instrumental pieces) and whose lyrics were written by women. In a similar 
manner, the Edison Collection was filtered by date and genre (popular song for voice and 
piano). While the collection contains an extensive amount of American music, its section on 
Civil War songs is limited to around 200 pieces of music and a search of the contributors 
produced few women composers/lyricists. Benjamin Tubb’s site served as an easy reference 
for lyrics of some songs as well as a location where MIDI recordings of select songs are 
available.  
The compiled set of music is made up of approximately 130 songs,18 with about four-
fifths of those being from the Union side and the rest coming from Confederate publishers.19 
While this paper does not address the differences between the two sides in the war, 
comparison of their music with relation to the Republican Motherhood ideology may offer 
further interest. The established set of songs was sorted into seven categories which were 
 
18 The songs provided here, however, do not represent an exhaustive list of women lyricists 
or their Civil War songs. This repertoire comes entirely from digitized records thus one can 
assume that there are more songs in physical libraries. There are also many songs whose 
lyricists are credited only by initials or other abbreviations of their names and whose gender 
would therefore be difficult to determine. In addition, the categorization of North versus 
South is made based on publisher location and information provided by these databases and 
may in some cases be mistaken. 





chosen through an analysis of the song lyrics, representing the most prevalent themes within 
the collection. These categories and their definitions are as follows: 
• Patriotic: Songs that depict fealty to country/side through descriptions of the flag, 
soldiers, values, or specific geographic locations. 
• Christian: Songs which include themes such as faith in God or Jesus Christ, prayer, 
comfort in religion, and the will of God. 
• Elegy: Songs that mention a specific person (or battle) and their actions, often written 
after their death. 
• Women’s Roles: Songs that mention or contain the spirit of the following tropes: 
cheering on men, reserving love for soldiers, preserving graves/memory, contributing 
to the war effort through material means, gladly sacrificing material comforts, nursing 
soldiers, or standing in for absent loved ones. These tropes are accompanied by a 
sense of action rather than simply emotion. 
• Homefront Emotion: Songs that describe the emotions of women on the homefront 
with tropes such as loneliness, waiting, checked or unchecked tears, anguish, etc. 
These songs simply describe emotion rather than the actions of women on the 
homefront. 
• Sentimental: Songs that describe soldier’s emotions such as missing home, memories 
of home, sweethearts, or death. Anti-war songs are also included. These songs contain 
no other main themes that coincide with the other categories of this project. 
The following table shows the number of songs found in each of the categories.20 
Figure #1: Categorization based on lyrics 
 








Women’s Roles 22 
Homefront Emotion 43 
Sentimental 33 
These categories are helpful in breaking down the overall repertoire and provide a 
look into the various facets of Republican Motherhood.  
The placement of these songs in the six categories, however, is not mutually 
exclusive, meaning that a song can be in more than one category at once. For example, a song 
categorized as patriotic might suggest that a woman’s patriotism is manifest through sending 
her son to war, thus also articulating a woman’s role. The overlap of these categories 
provides a more holistic way to look at the presence of Republican Motherhood within the 
larger repertoire and reveals how this ideology is articulated through the presence of multiple 
tropes and themes. 
 
Republican Motherhood in the Lyrics 
Looking at the repertoire categorically reveals a general trend: any song in which 
three or more categories are identified will most likely evince the ideology of Republican 
Motherhood. Twenty-two songs of the larger repertoire follow this trend and are as follows:  
Figure #2: Republican Motherhood Songs revealed through overlap 










Care for Them Tenderly      
He has gone, and I have sent him      
He's Somebody's Darling      
I Cannot Bid Thee Go, My Boy      
Keep Me Awake Mother      
Lay Me Down and Save the Flag      
Mother waiting for the news      
My Boy! How can I see you die?      
Oh, send me a flower from his grave      
Rock Me to Sleep, Mother      
Save our Flag!       
Somebody's Darling      
The Confederate Flag      
The Faded Gray Jacket, or Fold it up 
carefully      
The Patriot's Grave      
The Soldier's Suit of Grey       
They Buried Him in a Watery Grave      
They sleep in the far sunny 
southland      
Three Cheers for the Union!      
Tread Lightly Ye Comrades, or The 
Volunteer's Grave      
What will they tell our children 
when this sad war is o'er      
 
These songs suggest that the portrayal of Republican Motherhood in song during the 
American Civil War was multi-faceted, being a composite of the morals, emotions, and 
actions of American women. 
For example, patriotism served as a way for women to fulfill their duty to their 
country and served as motivation for complying with the requirements of Republican 
Motherhood. An example of this is the song “They Buried Him in a Watery Grave” by Mary 





laid him on Freedom’s holy shrine.”21 Similarly, “Save Our Flag!” by Mrs. Sara Wolverton 
where it is declares, “We have giv’n our sons and brothers, we have giv’n our fathers too; and 
have sent them forth to battle, for the Red, the White, and Blue!”22 Women sent their men to 
war, not only because society deemed it proper, but because their country was in need. Songs 
such as these suggest the proper ways in which women could support their country, the 
sacrifices that were expected, and, in so doing, perhaps sought to help women embrace this 
form of patriotism, contextualizing their roles within a larger sense of duty. Indeed, when 
women’s roles are accompanied by patriotic motivations, Republican Motherhood seems a 
common biproduct. 
Similarly, the tropes found in the Christianity category show ways in which religion 
mirrored patriotism as a form of motivation for fulfilling the roles of Republican 
Motherhood. An example of this is again the song “They Buried Him in a Watery Grave.” 
The lyrics describe trusting and accepting God’s will, even if that means a soldier’s death, as 
the singer promises, “We’ll murmur not, for Thou O, God! Hath call’d him home to a happier 
clime” and later, “We’ll trust in God, his will is ours.”23  
Religion further offers a way of managing the effects of war and justifying the losses 
experienced. This is explicit in the song “Mother Waiting for the News” by Sara Wolverton. 
Throughout the four verses are descriptions of mothers waiting at home, praying, while the 
singer seeks to give them comfort and confirmation that they did the right thing in supporting 
the enlistment of their sons. One verse assures, “He went forth to serve his country, and he 
knows she needs him now.” Another urges, “Wipe away those tear drops mother, you shall 
 
21 J. W. Turner and Mary Frances Barker, “They Buried Him in a Watery Grave,” (Boston: 
Oliver Ditson & Co., 1865), https://www.loc.gov/item/ihas.200002135/. 
22 J. A. Getze and Sara Wolverton, “Save Our Flag,” (Detroit: Henry Whittemore, 1862), 
https://www.loc.gov/item/ihas.200001125/. 





see your boy again. And the Christ shall be his captain and he’ll join the ranks above.”24 By 
offering comfort through Christianity, this extends to the tropes of homefront emotion. In the 
final verse these two categories merge to offer motivation for female action as the singer 
exhorts “Mother, when the thoughts are thronging and the memories softly speak and the tear 
drop sadly stealing down thy tender mother cheek. Raise thine eye to God, our Father, Take 
in prayer thy darling son; Bend before the footstool trusting, whisper low, Thy will be 
done.”25 
Tropes of homefront emotion in these songs lend to the paradoxes of Republican 
Motherhood with relation to the expression of feeling and are among the most prevalent of 
the twenty-two songs. While they often show the anguish that comes from sending their men 
to war, other songs portray women who “stifled down the sobbing”26 and instead sent “words 
of high cheer.”27 Here, female emotion is linked to the morale of soldiers and the role of 
women in not only sending their men to war, but supporting them there. The restraining of 
emotion is a trope that shows that not all songs expressed the reality of how women acted. 
Instead, music served to disseminate the ideology and show women how they should act, 
predominantly in suppressing their natural emotions.  
The song “He Has Gone and I Have Sent Him” by Madame C. Rive28 is an exemplar 
of the convergence of all these tropes. With aspects from the Patriotic, Christian, Women’s 
Roles, and Homefront Emotion categories, it is a strong example of Republican Motherhood 
 
24 Henry Castle and Sara Wolverton, “Mother Waiting for the News,” (Cleveland: S. Brainard 
& Co., 1863), https://www.loc.gov/item/ihas.200000903/. 
25 Ibid. 
26 Lillia Dowling and Mrs. Cornelia D. Rogers, “Ah! He Kissed Me When He Left Me,” 
(Chicago: Root and Cady, 1863), https://levysheetmusic.mse.jhu.edu/collection/091/004a. 
27 Sig. G. George and Mrs. C. D. Elder, “The Confederate Flag,” (New Orleans: A. E. 
Blackmar & Bro.,1861), https://levysheetmusic.mse.jhu.edu/collection/093/033. 






expressed in popular song. First, we see the actions of Republican Motherhood as a female 
subject proclaims, “He has gone and I have sent him, I have buckled on his sword.” The 
motivation behind this action is then revealed as the speaker continues, “I have bidd’n him 
strike for freedom, for his country for the Lord.” In these lines are evident tropes from both 
the patriotism and Christianity categories, establishing a sense of duty to support the 
woman’s action. Here we see the idea of Republican Motherhood strengthened as the act of 
sending a son to war does not stand alone but is rather paired with the notion of sacrificing 
for the country or for a higher cause. Beyond this, the addition of homefront emotion further 
expresses the sacrifice being made and introduces paradoxical views of Republican 
Motherhood. The subject who, in one moment, imposes “Think you I would bid him stay, 
leaving, craven-like, to others all the burden of the day? All the burden? Nay, the triumph!” 
later confesses, “I have caught my heart rebelling, that my woman’s arm is weak.” Indeed, 
the final verse begins, “He has gone and I have sent him, not without a thought of pain.” But, 
perhaps, this too is a facet of Republican Motherhood. The difficulty and emotion felt in 
fulfilling the exigencies of Republican Motherhood exposes the level of sacrifice required, 




The categories of Republican Motherhood already discussed were partly reflected in 
the musical characteristics of the listed songs. The majority of the established repertoire can 
be categorized into the nineteenth-Century genre of parlor music. According to Susan Key, 
parlor music is defined in simple terms as “music composed for domestic use…consisting 





music were aimed at an amateur market and intended for performance in the home, primarily 
but not exclusively by females.”29 Furthermore, this music was most commonly written for 
piano and voice, being published as individual pieces of sheet music.  
 Analytically, these twenty-two songs have many overlapping characteristics that 
categorize them as parlor music. They were generally written for voice and piano with simple 
accompaniment that placed the focus on the text. The parlor song was often used to express 
themes of love and longing, a tradition which, according to Richard Crawford, was easily 
adapted during wartime by songwriters who “could sentimentalize grief over wounded and 
dead soldiers as they had missing lovers or the longing for home…. No change in musical or 
expressive style was required.”30 Most commonly, these songs embraced simplicity as they 
were written with the intent of being circulated among a vast number of amateur musicians, 
appealing to the masses rather than the erudite musician.31  
Within the parlor song genre, however, there are other characteristics that further 
categorize the music and create a pair of musical topoi. These I will define as Patriotic and 
Sentimental music. The use of the term “topoi” follows that of Janice Dickensheets’ “The 
Topical Vocabulary of the Nineteenth Century” as dealing “directly with referential musical 
languages and their relationships to each other, creating, in the words of [Leonard] Ratner, ‘a 
kind of informal iconography—figures that have direct or symbolic meaning.’”32 
 
29 Susan Key, “Parlor music,” Grove Music Online, ed. by Deane Root, accessed 22 October 
2020, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com. 
30 Richard Crawford, America's Musical Life: A History (New York: W. W. Norton & 
Company, 2005), 262. 
31 Nicholas E. Tawa, Sweet Songs for Gentle Americans: The Parlor Song in America, 1790–
1860 (Bowling Green, OH: Bowling Green University Popular Press, 1980), 158. 
32 Janice Dickensheets, “The Topical Vocabulary of the Nineteenth Century,” Journal of 
Musicological Research, (2012), 97. Dickensheets develops her theory of musical topoi from 
that of Leonard Ratner (see Ratner, Leonard G., Classic Music: Expression, Form, and Style, 
New York: Schirmer Books, 1985). However, Dickensheets’ definition more closely and 





Dickensheets continues by explaining these subjects as those that “represented specific 
affects or ideas readily comprehensible to contemporary listeners.”33 Therefore, the musical 
characteristics that evoke patriotic or sentimental moods will be referred to as supporting 
their respective topoi. 
Patriotic songs are those that include march-like musical elements, upright rhythms34 
in a duple meter, and the notable presence of dotted figures. One example of this is the song 
“Save Our Flag.” Not only is it given the subtitle “Patriotic Song,” it uses dotted rhythms in 
the melody and upright chords set in a march-like tempo as the accompaniment.  
Example #1: “Save Our Flag” 35 
 
Sentimental music, on the other hand, is similar to the ballad genre and is generally 
conveyed through a waltz tempo, arpeggiated accompaniment, and less focus on rhythmic 
interest. An example of this is found in the song “Oh, Send Me One Flower from His Grave” 
 
33 Ibid., 99. 
34 In this paper, upright rhythms are defined as strong-beat heavy with little or no 
arpeggiation. 





where the accompaniment is a combination of arpeggiated and blocked chords in a waltz 
tempo. 
Example #2: “Oh, Send Me One Flower from His Grave” 36 
 
As with the categories put forth for the lyrics, these two topoi are not mutually 
exclusive and, indeed, it is where the two overlap that we learn more about the presence of 
Republican Motherhood in the repertoire. The following is a table that outlines these topoi in 
songs that evoke the theme of Republican Motherhood: 
Figure #3: Musical Topoi within Republican Motherhood Songs 
Song Title Subtitle Patriotic Sentimental 
Ah! He kissed me when he left me Song & Chorus  
Care for Them Tenderly Song  
He has gone, and I have sent him Ballad  
He's Somebody's Darling None  
I Cannot Bid Thee Go, My Boy Ballad  
Keep Me Awake Mother Ballad  
Lay Me Down and Save the Flag Song & Chorus  
Mother waiting for the news Song & Chorus  
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My Boy! How can I see you die? Reply  
Oh, send me a flower from his grave Ballad & Chorus  
Rock Me to Sleep, Mother Ballad  
Save our Flag! Patriotic Song  
Somebody's Darling Song  
The Confederate Flag None  
The Faded Gray Jacket, or Fold it up carefully None  
The Patriot's Grave None  
The Soldier's Suit of Grey None  
They Buried Him in a Watery Grave Song & Chorus  
They sleep in the far sunny southland Song & Chorus  
Three Cheers for the Union! Song & Chorus  
Tread Lightly Ye Comrades, or The Volunteer's Grave Song & Chorus  
What will they tell our children when this sad war is 
o'er None  
The overlap of topoi, or lack thereof, does not determine the presence of Republican 
Motherhood tropes, but rather these musical characteristics serve to strengthen their 
portrayal.  
 In the creation of these topoi, I held expectations for the lyrics that would accompany 
each topos. For example, one would expect the sentimental topos to underlie thematic 
categories such as homefront emotion and sentimentality, while the patriotic topos might be 
found corresponding with a patriotic theme or women’s roles in the lyrics. While these 
assumptions proved true in general, they were by no means fixed. By looking at where the 
music followed such expectations, as well as where the music diverged from them, we learn 
more about how the music served as an intensifying agent of the ideology present in the 
lyrics. Two songs are exemplary in illustrating the musical support of textual themes. 
 First is the song “Three Cheers for the Union!” with words by Mrs. Ernest and music 
by Hon. W. W. Wilkins.37 The musical characteristics used are a mixture of the patriotic and 
 
37 Hon. W. W. Wilkins and Mrs. Ernest, “Three Cheers for the Union!,” (New York: William 






sentimental topoi. The lyrics are clearly divided between verse and chorus with themes 
relating to sentimentality and patriotism, respectively. The music mirrors this division. While 
the whole piece could be described as following a march tempo, the verses are much more 
subtle and lyrical, leaning more towards what someone would find in a sentimental song. An 
arpeggiated accompaniment underlies lyrics such as, “Sadly we grieve when we think of the 
tears, our dear ones must shed overwhelmed by their fears.” However, the chorus then enters 
as a patriotic justification of these emotions as the singer confirms, “But our cause is a just 
one, to war! then, to war!” The accompaniment in this section is suddenly much more upright 
and introduces thicker harmony and dotted rhythms. This shift to the patriotic topos 
strengthens the message of the lyrics. The pairing of the music with the lyrics in the song 
reinforces the juxtaposition patriotic and sentimental themes. 
Second is the song “Ah! He Kissed Me When He Left Me” with words by Mrs. 
Cornelia D. Rogers and music by Lillia Dowling.38 The song follows the sentimental musical 
topos, being in a waltz tempo with a lyrical melody. The majority of the lyrics match this 
topos as they fall within the sentimentality and homefront emotion categories. However, this 
song is unique because it is one of the few songs in my collection that makes use of a minor 
mode in a substantial section. While the entire song is a narrative of loss from a woman’s 
perspective, this portion highlights the lines that express “So I stifled down the sobbing and 
listened with a smile.” The restraint of emotion in the Republican Motherhood ideology was 
seen as a proper fulfillment of a woman’s role in wartime as she supported sons and husbands 
becoming soldiers. Therefore, the fact that the music evokes a negative mood to express this 
shows the existence of a paradox within the ideology, that of the struggle between sacrifice 
and emotion, duty and pain. As with “Three Cheers for the Union,” the music shifts to reflect 
 





the motivation behind sentiment, returning to major with the line “For I know his country 
called him.” Therefore, the musical characteristics exemplify this paradox. 
While these two topoi are not exclusive to songs referencing Republican Motherhood, 
their presence deepens the depiction of this ideology. Further research of the larger repertoire 
may yield more specified results of these topoi, however, for the purposes of this paper, the 
study of the music’s interaction with this particular group of songs is sufficient. 
 
Conclusion 
 As I have demonstrated, Republican Motherhood, as expressed in popular song, 
contributes to defining acceptable womanhood in the public sphere. By understanding the 
paradoxical nature of this ideology and its inclusion of tropes such as patriotism, Christianity, 
women’s roles, and homefront emotion we can better discern the motivations behind the 
actions of Civil War women and the traditional gender roles they fulfilled. Combined with 
supporting musical topoi, these songs give a rounded view of what women should be, as 
described by female lyricists. But of course, this understanding gives way to more questions. 
Did these women lyricists actually believe this ideology or were they only expressing it to 
sell songs? How were these songs received and in what context were they listened to? How 
did this view differ between the North and South? How did these ideas relate to the growing 
independence of women evident in the women’s suffrage movement? Indeed, there are still 
many questions left to answer before we can fully place Republican Motherhood into the 
more complex picture of American musical culture at the time. However, this ideology was 
clearly present in songs with lyrics by women during the Civil War, elements of which, 





womanhood was conveyed to and disseminated throughout society. When a Civil War 
mother sat down to play “I Cannot Bid Thee Go, My Boy,” she was not hearing the reality of 
her experience but a set of directives on how to act within it. As she sang “let thy conscience 
act her part, and mark thy mother’s word,”39 perhaps she was seeking, in the ideology of 


















Honors Capstone Reflection 
 
 Two years ago, my family visited the battlefield at Gettysburg, Pennsylvania. From 
the moment we entered the gates, a feeling settled over car, almost inexplicable. It testified of 
the desperate circumstances and unfathomable losses that were experienced there. The deep 
emotions linked with Gettysburg and the American Civil War as a whole persisted even as I 
returned home, and I sought to learn more. As a music major, I naturally gravitated towards 
the artistic culture surrounding the war. Indeed, a later trip to the American Musicological 
Society conference in Boston introduced me to the research of music and conflict. I found 
myself engrossed in the way music intertwined with the Civil War and how, in Richard 
Crawford’s words, it was “a war fought to music.” 
 With the immense help of my mentor Dr. Christopher Scheer, I began to narrow my 
research. While the music played on the battlefields and the differences between North and 
South were fascinating, I could not stop wondering about what was happening on the 
homefront, specifically the experiences of Civil War women. What was their role in the war? 
How did they cope with the loss of so many sons, brothers, husbands, sweethearts? That is 
when I stumbled upon the ideology of Republican Motherhood, a societal paradigm that 
presented a view of how women should act during wartime and a way they could justify their 
sacrifice. Learning about ways that this might have played a role in the prevalent and popular 
song culture of the time opened the door for me to focus my research.  
From there I was able to apply research techniques I learned in classes, as well as 
learn new ones to fortify my ideas and logically build my argument. After months of writing, 
drafting, revising, and tinkering, I finally had a final project. This semester I have had the 
opportunity to present my paper three times: at the Utah Conference for Undergraduate 
Research, USU’s Student Symposium, and the National Conference for Undergraduate 
research. All three had different time requirements and therefore taught me how to share my 
ideas and research in a variety of different mediums and in different levels of depth. 
 This project has been an absolutely incredible experience. I have often loved doing 
research, learning, writing papers, etc. but having to produce such a detailed and original 
paper was new to me. Not only did I have to learn about the Civil War and Republican 
Motherhood and synthesize the information; I had to create my own collections of relevant 
songs, go about a clear and thought-out methodology, and present my own ideas in a credible 
way. I felt myself stretched to my limits in critical thinking through the help of Dr. Scheer as 
he questioned my claims and encouraged deeper considerations. I truly had to become an 
expert on my topic, leaving no gaps in my methodology or incongruities in my logic. It was 
an introduction to real-world research and the time and effort it takes. 
 The capstone project also served as a preparation for graduate school applications. 
Not only did it fulfill the writing sample requirement for the programs I applied to, but it 
taught me how to think and work at a graduate level. Because of an excessive amount of 
indecision about the future, I applied to nearly ten graduate schools for four different 
programs. At the forefront of these were Musicology and Law. Both degrees require writing 
and researching at an extremely high level and the ability to think critically. Through this 





a taste of what would be required in graduate school but also what a career in musicology 
would, in part, include. While I have ultimately chosen to attend BYU Law school in the fall, 
I will always retain the love that I gained for the field of musicological research through this 
project. I also feel more confident as I embark on a new field of study, knowing that I was 
able to produce such a large and time intensive project as this capstone. 
 One of the most rewarding aspect of this project was the interdisciplinary connection 
between the art of music and the written word. Beyond my love of music, I also have a 
passion for reading and writing (indeed, I was a declared English major for the majority of 
my undergrad). This project allowed me to research both as I was not only looking into the 
musical characteristics of Civil War songs, but also their lyrics. Not only did I have the 
opportunity to put to practical use what I learned in Music Theory and Music History classes, 
I also got to apply my knowledge of literary analysis. Because of this, I feel that my capstone 
project was truly a culmination of my academic learning at Utah State University. 
 Finally, I also feel like this project gave me greater context and understanding for the 
world around me in the present. I have often heard the current political climate of our country 
compared to that of the Civil War era. With polarizing opinions abounding and increasing 
conflict (especially last summer when I began my research), learning more about the Civil 
War seemed extremely apropos. However, it went beyond that. I spent the entirety of my 
project looking not only at the politics and social paradigms of the time period, but at the 
emotions behind them. In a sense, the women on the homefront became real to me and I felt 
an intense connection to them. I truly believe that this project has broadened my awareness of 
the personal responses of those around me to the world around us as well as increased my 
empathy for their difficulties and perspectives. Everyone experiences their environment in 
such a different way and, while I focused on only one of these in my paper, I feel I have 
developed a greater appreciation for this truth. Overall, this capstone project has been 
invaluable not only to my education and future goals, but to my growth as a citizen of my 
community, country, and world. 
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Appendix 1: Consulted Repertoire 
Song Title Lyricist Composer Publisher 
Place of 
Publication Year Side 
A Hymn to Peace A Lady of New Orleans Eugene Bischoff Louis Grunewald New Orleans 1863 Confederate 
A Nation's Trust in God Cynthia Bullock S. Lasar Firth, Pond & Co. New York 1861 Union 
A Prayer for the Absent Mrs. Helene Osgood 
J. Gaspard 
Maeder Firth, Son & Co. New York 1863 Union 
A Sound Among the Forest 
Trees Fanny Crosby Wm. B. Bradbury 
William B. 
Bradbury New York 1864 Union 
Ah! He kissed me when he left 
me Mrs. Cornelia D. Rogers Lillia Dowling Root and Cady Chicago  1863 Union 
At home our friends are dying 
Miss Virginia Rhodes 
Moser W. J. Landram H. M. Higgins Chicago  1864 Union 
Baby sleep, Shadows Creep (The 
Cradle Song of a Soldier's Wife) Miss Helen Cowper Elliott 
Theodore T. 
Barker 
Oliver Ditson & 
Co. Boston 1864 Union 
Battle Hymn of the Republic Julia Ward Howe  
Oliver Ditson & 
Co. Boston 1862 Union 
Bless Me Father, Let Me Go Carrie Carlton Geo. T. Evans A. Kohler New York 1865 Union 
Care for Them Tenderly Mrs. C. L. Stevens  Mrs. C. L. Stevens Boston 1861 Union 
Columbia, my native land Emma A. Brown J. P. Webster H. M. Higgins Chicago 1864 Union 
Come at your country's call, or 
Join Brave McClellan's Boys Kate Moncrief  Lee & Walker Philadelphia 1862 Union 
Do They Still Love Me as Ever Mrs. M. A. Kidder 
Mrs. E. A. 
Parkhurst Horace Waters New York 1865 Union 
Down Upon the Rappahannock Alice Hawthorne Alice Hawthorne Winner & Co. Philadelphia 1863 Union 
Dying on the battlefield Josephine Braham John M. Loretz Albert Adler Brooklyn 1863 Union 
Elegy on the death of Brigadier 
General Nathaniel Lyon A Lady Fr. Hasse 
Oliver Ditson & 
Co. Boston 1861 Union 
Elegy on the death of Gov. 





Father's a drunkard and mother 
is dead Stella (of Washington) 
Mrs. E. A. 
Parkhurst John F. Ellis 
Washington, 
D.C. 1868 Union 
Freemen join the glorious 
anthem Winnie Harland R. J. Herrero Russell and Patee Boston 1861 Union 
Give me a noble fellow with a 
bucktail in his hat Harriet L. Castle J. C. Beckel J. C. Beckel Philadelphia 1864 Union 
God Grant Our Soldier's Safe 
Return Mary W. Richardson Ossian E. Dodge 
Oliver Ditson & 
Co. Boston 1864 Union 
God Save the Flag of Our Native 
Land Mary R. T. McAboy George Martyn A. C. Peters & Bro. Cincinnati 1861 Union 
God will defend the right Lady of Richmond, Va. 
Lady of 
Richmond, VA 
A. E. Blackmar & 
Bro. New Orleans 1861 Confederate 
Good night! Who wouldn't want 
to be a soldier Mrs. J. W. M'Conihe L. P. Whitney 
Oliver Ditson & 
Co. Boston 1863 Union 
Good-by, old arm Blind Poetess Phillip Phillips John Church Jr. Cincinnati 1865 Union 
Harvard Student's Song Julia Ward Howe  
Oliver Ditson & 
Co. Boston 1863 Union 
He has gone, and I have sent him Madame C. Rive Madame C. Rive John Church, Jr. Cincinnati 1863 Union 
He is Coming Home Today Lilly Lorette Henry Cromwell 
G. D. Russell & 
Co. Boston 1864 Union 
Heaven Helps the Brave Harriet L. Castle J. C. Beckel W. R. Smith Philadelphia 1864 Union 
He's Somebody's Darling Emily H. Godard 
G. G. 
Goodfellow 
Reed's Temple of 
Music Chicago  1864 Union 
His Pleasant Grave Mrs. Elizabeth A. C. Akers Elliott C. Howe 
Wm. A. Pond & 
Co. New York 1865 Union 
Home on Furlough L. Hattie S. Aldrich Wm. S. Pitts H. M. Higgins Chicago  1863 Union 
Hymn Alice Cary A. C. Gutterson H. M. Higgins Chicago 1865 Union 
I Cannot Bid Thee Go, My Boy Josie E. G. B. Holder 
William Hall & 
Son New York 1863 Union 
I know thou art praying tonight, 
mother Fanny Crosby 
Theodore E. 





I will not quite forget Carrie Henry Schoeller Blackmar & Bro. Augusta 1863 Confederate 
I've been dreaming of you Jessie, 
or The Soldier's Last Dream L. Hattie S. Aldrich Wm. S. Pitts H. M. Higgins Chicago 1863 Union 
Keep Me Awake Mother Mrs. M. W. Stratton Jos. Hart Denck Julian A. Selby Columbia 1863 Confederate 
Kiss me mother, kiss your 
darling Letta C. Lord Geo. F. Root Root and Cady Chicago  1864 Union 
Kneel where our loves are 
sleeping G. W. R. Laura Nella A. E. Blackmar New Orleans 1867 Confederate 
Lay Me Down and Save the Flag "Paulina" Geo. F. Root Root and Cady Chicago  1864 Union 
Liberty and Union A Lady John Fletcher Firth, Pond & Co. New York 1862 Union 
Lincoln's Requiem Irene Boynton J. A. Butterfield H. M. Higgins Chicago 1865 Union 
Madmen Spare That Flag Lena Drake A. Cull Horace Waters New York 1861 Union 
Marching Along adapted by Kidder W. B. Bradbury Firth Pond & Co. New York 1862 Union 
Mother waiting for the news Sara Wolverton Henry Castle S. Brainard & Co. Cleveland 1863 Union 
My Boy! How can I see you die? Louise Barrow Henry Tucker Lee & Walker Philadelphia 1864 Union 
My Jamie's on the battlefield Mrs. M. A. Kidder 
Mrs. E. A. 
Parkhurst Horace Waters New York 1865 Union 
National Hymn (our dear old 
flag) Harriet L. Castle J. C. Beckel Marsh Philadelphia 1861 Union 
National War Song Margaret J. Lenox  J. H. Hidley Albany 1863 Union 
New Star Spangled Banner Edna Dean Proctor J. P. Webster H. M. Higgins Chicago 1861 Union 




Bradford Buffalo 1861 Union 
Oh my old man has gone to war A War Widow A War Widow S. T. Gordon New York 1864 Union 
Oh! Meet Me Dear Mother Mrs. M. A. Kidder Stephen C. Foster Horace Waters New York 1865 Union 
Oh! Send my old man home 
again Matty Bell 
Herman Th. 
Knake Wamelink & Barr Pittsburgh 1865 Union 
Oh, send me a flower from his 
grave Mrs. M. A. Kidder 
Mrs. E. A. 
Parkhurst Horace Waters New York 1865 Union 
On Freedom's Altar Glows a 
Fire! A Lady of Philadelphia 
A Lady of 





On such a night as this L. Hattie S. Aldrich Wm. S. Pitts H. M. Higgins Chicago  1863 Union 
One Flag or No Flag Clara M. Brinkerhoff 
Clara M. 
Brinkerhoff Wm. Hall & Son New York 1864 Union 
One more gallant charge, boys Mary Allen C. W. Van Akin 
C. J. Whitney & 
Co. Detroit 1865 Union 
Our Boys are Home to Stay Mrs. E. S. Kellog T. Martin Towne H. N. Hemsted Milwaukee 1865 Union 
Our Dear New England Boys Mattie 
Mrs. E. A. 
Parkhurst Horace Waters New York 1864 Union 
Our nation mourns her martyr'd 
son Alice Hawthorne Sep. Winner Lee & Walker Philadelphia 1865 Union 
Our Own Brave Boys Myra McD. Hendrick 
Myra McD. 
Hendrick H. M. Higgins Chicago  1862 Union 
Out in this terrible war Mary W. Janvrin H. T. Merrill H.T. Merrill & Co. Chicago  1863 Union 
Pass Under the Rod Mrs. Mary S. B. Dana 
Mrs. Sue 
Ingersoll Scott John Church, Jr. Cincinnati 1862 Union 
Peace! Mrs. C. Edmonston E. K. Cole, M.D. C. Edmonston New Orleans 1865 Confederate 
Requiem in memory of Gen. 
Paul J Semmes Pauline de Launay Banks 
Pauline de 
Launay Banks 
Wm. A. Pond & 
Co. New York 1868 Confederate 
Rock Me to Sleep, Mother 
Florence Percy/Elizabeth 
Akers Allen John H. Hewitt Julian A. Selby Columbia, S.C. 1861 Confederate 
Roll on the cause of freedom A Lady Thomas O'Neill Lee & Walker Philadelphia 1863 Union 
Save our Flag Miss L. S. Morris Miss L. S. Morris 
Oliver Ditson & 
Co. Boston 1864 Union 
Save our Flag! Mrs. Sara Wolverton J. A. Getze 
J. Henry 
Whittemore Detroit 1862 Union 
Say, brothers, will you meet us? 
Or Glory!, glory hallelujah A Lady George Barker A. C. Peters & Bro. Cincinnati 1862 Union 
Shall I see my home again Rose Carroll Rose Carroll H. D. Hewitt Baltimore 1863 Confederate 
Sing Me A Switzer Song Ionia Barnes J. W. Groschel Blackmar & Co. New Orleans 1865 Confederate 
Softly ye night winds Mary E. Hewitt 
Wm. Vincent 





Somebody's Darling Mrs. E. K. Crawford 
Mrs. E. K. 
Crawford S. Brainard & Co. Cleveland 1865 Union 
Song for the Union Amelia Comfield  
Dressler's Music 
Store New York 1861 Union 
Strike for the South Miss Carrie Belle Sinclair James Pierpont 
John C. Schreiner 
& Son Macon, GA 1863 Confederate 
Tell my mother not to weep Nurse and Spy Charles H. Pease Charles H. Pease  1865 Union 
The Blue-eyed Soldier Boy Jennie Caulfield 
Herman Th. 
Knake Unknown Unknown 1862 Union 
The Boys are coming home Mary L. Masters J. W. Turner 
Henry Tolman & 
Co. Boston 1865 Union 
The Confederate Flag Mrs. C. D. Elder Sig. G. George 
A. E. Blackmar & 
Bro. New Orleans 1861 Confederate 
The Conquered Battle Moina La Hache A. E. Blackmar New Orleans 1866 Confederate 
The Dying Drummer Boy Mary A. Lathbury Elliott C. Howe 
Wm. A. Pond & 
Co. New York 1864 Union 
The Dying Flag Bearer Emma Scarr Ledsham 
Emma Scarr 
Ledsham   1864 Union 
The Dying Volunteer Minnie Moore J. P. Webster H. M. Higgins Chicago 1863 Union 
The Empty Sleeve Mrs. P. A. Hanaford 
Rev. J. W. 
Dadmun 
Oliver Ditson & 
Co. Boston 1866 Union 
The Faded Gray Jackey, or Fold 
it up carefully Caroline Augusta Ball Charlie. L. Ward D. P. Faulds 
Louisville, K. 
Y. 1866 Confederate 
The Grant Pill Harriet L. Castle J. C. Beckel W. R. Smith Philadelphia 1864 Union 
The Last Broadside Elizabeth T. Porter Beach 
Frederick 
Buckley Firth, Pond & Co. New York 1862 Union 
The National Rally Eliza A. Pittsinger Martin Simonsen Wm. P. Harrison San Francisco 1863 Union 
The Nation's Hymn Clara M. Brinkerhoff 
Clara M. 
Brinkerhoff 
Wm. A. Pond & 
Co. New York 1865 Union 





The Patriot's Call Miss J. P. Burge 
C. Jerome 
Hopkins Firth, Pond & Co. New York 1863 Union 
The Patriot's Grave Mabelle M. G. Farmer 
Oliver Ditson & 
Co. Boston 1863 Union 
The Slave's Appeal Barbara Brande J. P. Webster H. M. Higgins Chicago 1863 Union 
The Soldier's Dream of Home Hon. Mrs. E. O. Perrin C. Hatch Smith S. T. Gordon New York 1862 Union 
The Soldier's Dying Farewell Found Lyrics Mrs. Parkhurst Horace Waters New York 1864 Union 
The Soldier's Request, or Take 
me home to die Clara Eastland J. A. Butterfield 
A. M. Benham & 
Co. Indianapolis 1863 Union 
The Soldier's Suit of Grey Carrie B. Sinclair E. Clarke Ilsely Blackmar & Bro Augusta, GA 1864 Confederate 
The Soldier's Welcome Home Marion McMynn J. P. Johns H. M. Higgins Chicago  1864 Union 
The Southern Girl, or The 
Homespun Dress Carrie Bell Sinclair  Blackmar & Co New Orleans 1865 Confederate 
The Stars and Stripes Forever A Lady 
William J. 
Lemon Lee & Walker Philadelphia 1861 Union 
The Sword of Gen. Lee Moina Carrie R. Stakely Louis Tripp Louisville 1861 Confederate 
The Volunteer's Call to Arms Lizzie A. Allan Lizzie A. Allan  Boston 1862 Union 
The Volunteer's Vision Mary H. C. Booth Winona H. N. Hempsted Milwaukee 1865 Union 
The Watchtower of Freedom Mrs. Mary Farrell Moore Francis Held A. C. Peter & Bro Cincinnati 1863 Union 
They Buried Him in a Watery 
Grave Mary Francis Barker J. W. Turner 
Oliver Ditson & 
Co. Boston 1865 Union 
They sleep in the far sunny 
southland Mrs. O. N. Haskins 
Mrs. O. N. 
Haskins H. M. Higgins Illinois 1865 Union 
Three Cheers for the Union! Mrs. Ernest Mrs. Ernest 
William Hall & 
Son New York 1862 Union 
Tread Lightly Ye Comrades, or 
The Volunteer's Grave Annie 
Miss Sadie 
Crane/Mrs. F. L. 
Bowen Root and Cady Chicago  1863 Union 
T'was bright but t'was a dream! A Lady of Virginia 
A Lady of 
Virginia  Richmond 1863 Confederate 





Up with the Flag Dr. Wm. B. Harrell Mrs. Harrell Geo Dunn & Comp Richmond, VA 1863 Confederate 
Victory at Last! Mrs. M. A. Kidder Wm. B. Bradbury Wm. B. Bradbury New York 1865 Union 
Watching waiting for the 
morning Annie Howe A. B. Irving C. L. Hill Fort Wayne 1862 Union 
We are rising as a people Blind Poetess Phillip Phillips John Church Jr. Cincinnati 1865 Union 
We Have Parted Ella Wren Ella Wren Geo Dunn & Comp Richmond 1863 Confederate 
We'll Conquer or Die Maggie Kilmer H. Gordon W. W. Whitney Toledo 1864 Union 
What is home without a mother?  Alice Hawthorne Alice Hawthorne Blackmar & Bro. Augusta ? Confederate 
What will they tell our children 
when this sad war is o'er Jennie Seguin Frodsham J. W. Hobbs 
Wm. A. Pond & 
Co. New York 1864 Union 
When will my darling boy return Mrs. E. S. Kellog T. Martin Towne Root and Cady Chicago  1864 Union 
Who'll Protect My Children Now Fanny Crosby Hubert P. Main John Church, Jr. Cincinnati 1865 Union 
Will you wed me now I'm lame, 
love? Avanelle L. Holmes George F. Root Root & Cady Chicago 1863 Union 
Yes! I would the war were over Alice Hawthorne Alice Hawthorne Winner & Co. Philadelphia 1863 Union 
You can never win us back A Lady of Kentucky J. E. Smith 
J. W. Davies & 











Appendix 2: Patriotic Songs 
Song Title Lyricist 
A Sound Among the Forest Trees Fanny Crosby 
Columbia, my native land Emma A. Brown 
Come at your country's call, or Join Brave 
McClellan's Boys Kate Moncrief 
Freemen join the glorious anthem Winnie Harland 
God Save the Flag of Our Native Land Mary R. T. McAboy 
God will defend the right Lady of Richmond, Va. 
Harvard Student's Song Julia Ward Howe 
Heaven Helps the Brave Harriet L. Castle 
Lay Me Down and Save the Flag "Paulina" 
Liberty and Union A Lady 
Madmen Spare That Flag Lena Drake 
Marching Along adapted by Kidder 
National Hymn (our dear old flag) Harriet L. Castle 
National War Song Margaret J. Lenox 
New Star Spangled Banner Edna Dean Proctor 
No Flag but the Old Flag Jennie M. Parker 
On Freedom's Altar Glows a Fire! A Lady of Philadelphia 
One Flag or No Flag Clara M. Brinkerhoff 
One more gallant charge, boys Mary Allen 
Rock Me to Sleep, Mother Florence Percy/Elizabeth Akers Allen 
Roll on the cause of freedom A Lady 
Save our Flag Miss L. S. Morris 
Save our Flag! Mrs. Sara Wolverton 
Say, brothers, will you meet us? Or Glory!, 
glory hallelujah A Lady 
Song for the Union Amelia Comfield 
Strike for the South Miss Carrie Belle Sinclair 
The Confederate Flag Mrs. C. D. Elder 
The Conquered Battle Moina 
The Grant Pill Harriet L. Castle 
The Last Broadside Elizabeth T. Porter Beach 
The National Rally Eliza A. Pittsinger 
The Northern Volunteers Jennie M. Torry 
The Patriot's Call Miss J. P. Burge 
The Patriot's Grave Mabelle 
The Stars and Stripes Forever A Lady 
The Volunteer's Call to Arms Lizzie A. Allan 
The Watchtower of Freedom Mrs. Mary Farrell Moore 
Three Cheers for the Union! Mrs. Ernest 
Up with the banner boys Florence Lewis 
Up with the Flag Dr. Wm. B. Harrell 





We are rising as a people Blind Poetess 
We'll Conquer or Die Maggie Kilmer 
You can never win us back A Lady of Kentucky 
 
Appendix 3: Christian 
Song Title Lyricist 
A Hymn to Peace A Lady of New Orleans 
A Nation's Trust in God Cynthia Bullock 
A Prayer for the Absent Mrs. Helene Osgood 
Battle Hymn of the Republic Julia Ward Howe 
Bless Me Father, Let Me Go Carrie Carlton 
Care for Them Tenderly Mrs. C. L. Stevens 
Columbia, my native land Emma A. Brown 
Come at your country's call, or Join Brave 
McClellan's Boys Kate Moncrief 
Dying on the battlefield Josephine Braham 
Freemen join the glorious anthem Winnie Harland 
God Grant Our Soldier's Safe Return Mary W. Richardson 
God Save the Flag of Our Native Land Mary R. T. McAboy 
God will defend the right Lady of Richmond, Va. 
Harvard Student's Song Julia Ward Howe 
He is Coming Home Today Lilly Lorette 
Heaven Helps the Brave Harriet L. Castle 
He's Somebody's Darling Emily H. Godard 
Hymn Alice Cary 
I know thou art praying tonight, mother Fanny Crosby 
I've been dreaming of you Jessie, or The Soldier's Last 
Dream L. Hattie S. Aldrich 
Keep Me Awake Mother Mrs. M. W. Stratton 
Marching Along adapted by Kidder 
Mother waiting for the news Sara Wolverton 
National Hymn (our dear old flag) Harriet L. Castle 
National War Song Margaret J. Lenox 
New Star Spangled Banner Edna Dean Proctor 
No Flag but the Old Flag Jennie M. Parker 
On such a night as this L. Hattie S. Aldrich 
One more gallant charge, boys Mary Allen 
Our Dear New England Boys Mattie 
Pass Under the Rod Mrs. Mary S. B. Dana 
Peace! Mrs. C. Edmonston 
Save our Flag! Mrs. Sara Wolverton 
Shall I see my home again Rose Carroll 





The Confederate Flag Mrs. C. D. Elder 
The Dying Flag Bearer Emma Scarr Ledsham 
The Dying Volunteer Minnie Moore 
The Last Broadside Elizabeth T. Porter Beach 
The Nation's Hymn Clara M. Brinkerhoff 
The Northern Volunteers Jennie M. Torry 
The Patriot's Call Miss J. P. Burge 
The Patriot's Grave Mabelle 
The Soldier's Dream of Home Hon. Mrs. E. O. Perrin 
The Soldier's Dying Farewell Found Lyrics 
The Soldier's Request, or Take me home to die Clara Eastland 
The Soldier's Suit of Grey Carrie B. Sinclair 
The Soldier's Welcome Home Marion McMynn 
The Volunteer's Vision Mary H. C. Booth 
The Watchtower of Freedom Mrs. Mary Farrell Moore 
They Buried Him in a Watery Grave Mary Francis Barker 
They sleep in the far sunny southland Mrs. O. N. Haskins 
Up with the banner boys Florence Lewis 
Up with the Flag Dr. Wm. B. Harrell 
We are rising as a people Blind Poetess 
We'll Conquer or Die Maggie Kilmer 
What will they tell our children when this sad war is 
o'er Jennie Seguin Frodsham 
 
Appendix 4: Elegy 
 
Appendix 5: Women’s Roles 
Song Title Lyricist 
Baby sleep, Shadows Creep (The Cradle Song of a 
Soldier's Wife) Miss Helen Cowper Elliott 
Care for Them Tenderly Mrs. C. L. Stevens 
Song Title Lyricist 
Elegy on the death of Brigadier General Nathaniel 
Lyon A Lady 
Elegy on the death of Gov. Harvey A Young Lady 
Give me a noble fellow with a bucktail in his hat Harriet L. Castle 
Lincoln's Requiem Irene Boynton 
Our nation mourns her martyr'd son Alice Hawthorne 
Requiem in memory of Gen. Paul J Semmes Pauline de Launay Banks 
The Grant Pill Harriet L. Castle 





Father's a drunkard and mother is dead Stella (of Washington) 
He has gone, and I have sent him Madame C. Rive 
He's Somebody's Darling Emily H. Godard 
His Pleasant Grave Mrs. Elizabeth A. C. Akers 
Keep Me Awake Mother Mrs. M. W. Stratton 
Oh my old man has gone to war A War Widow 
Oh! Meet Me Dear Mother Mrs. M. A. Kidder 
Rock Me to Sleep Florence Percy 
Sing Me A Switzer Song Ionia Barnes 
Somebody's Darling Mrs. E. K. Crawford 
The Confederate Flag Mrs. C. D. Elder 
The Empty Sleeve Mrs. P. A. Hanaford 
The Patriot's Grave Mabelle 
The Slave's Appeal Barbara Brande 
The Soldier's Suit of Grey Carrie B. Sinclair 
The Soldier's Welcome Home Marion McMynn 
The Southern Girl, or The Homespun Dress Carrie Bell Sinclair 
Tread Lightly Ye Comrades, or The Volunteer's 
Grave Annie 
Watching waiting for the morning Annie Howe 
What is home without a mother?  Alice Hawthorne 
 
Appendix 6: Homefront Emotions 
Song Title Lyricist 
A Hymn to Peace A Lady of New Orleans 
Ah! He kissed me when he left me Mrs. Cornelia D. Rogers 
At home our friends are dying Miss Virginia Rhodes Moser 
Baby sleep, Shadows Creep (The Cradle Song of a 
Soldier's Wife) Miss Helen Cowper Elliott 
Care for Them Tenderly Mrs. C. L. Stevens 
Down Upon the Rappahannock Alice Hawthorne 
God Grant Our Soldier's Safe Return Mary W. Richardson 
He has gone, and I have sent him Madame C. Rive 
He is Coming Home Today Lilly Lorette 
He's Somebody's Darling Emily H. Godard 
I Cannot Bid Thee Go, My Boy Josie 
Kneel where our loves are sleeping G. W. R. 
Lay Me Down and Save the Flag "Paulina" 
Mother waiting for the news Sara Wolverton 
My Boy! How can I see you die? Louise Barrow 
My Jamie's on the battlefield Mrs. M. A. Kidder 
Oh my old man has gone to war A War Widow 





Oh, send me a flower from his grave Mrs. M. A. Kidder 
On such a night as this L. Hattie S. Aldrich 
Our Boys are Home to Stay Mrs. E. S. Kellog 
Our nation mourns her martyr'd son Alice Hawthorne 
Our Own Brave Boys Myra McD. Hendrick 
Out in this terrible war Mary W. Janvrin 
Requiem in memory of Gen. Paul J Semmes Pauline de Launay Banks 
Softly ye night winds Mary E. Hewitt 
Somebody's Darling Mrs. E. K. Crawford 
The Blue-eyed Soldier Boy Jennie Caulfield 
The Boys are coming home Mary L. Masters 
The Confederate Flag Mrs. C. D. Elder 
The Faded Gray Jackey, or Fold it up carefully Caroline Augusta Ball 
The Slave's Appeal Barbara Brande 
They sleep in the far sunny southland Mrs. O. N. Haskins 
Three Cheers for the Union! Mrs. Ernest 
Tread Lightly Ye Comrades, or The Volunteer's 
Grave Annie 
T'was bright but t'was a dream! A Lady of Virginia 
Victory at Last! Mrs. M. A. Kidder 
Watching waiting for the morning Annie Howe 
We Have Parted Ella Wren 
What will they tell our children when this sad war is 
o'er Jennie Seguin Frodsham 
When will my darling boy return Mrs. E. S. Kellog 
Will you wed me now I'm lame, love? Avanelle L. Holmes 
Yes! I would the war were over Alice Hawthorne 
 
Appendix 7: Sentimental 
Song Title Lyricist 
Bless Me Father, Let Me Go Carrie Carlton 
Do They Still Love Me as Ever Mrs. M. A. Kidder 
Dying on the battlefield Josephine Braham 
Good night! Who wouldn't want to be a soldier Mrs. J. W. M'Conihe 
Good-by, old arm Blind Poetess 
His Pleasant Grave Mrs. Elizabeth A. C. Akers 
Home on Furlough L. Hattie S. Aldrich 
I know thou art praying tonight, mother Fanny Crosby 
I will not quite forget Carrie 
I've been dreaming of you Jessie, or The Soldier's 
Last Dream L. Hattie S. Aldrich 
Keep Me Awake Mother Mrs. M. W. Stratton 
Kiss me mother, kiss your darling Letta C. Lord 





Lay Me Down and Save the Flag "Paulina" 
Oh! Meet Me Dear Mother Mrs. M. A. Kidder 
Our Dear New England Boys Mattie 
Peace! Mrs. C. Edmonston 
Rock Me to Sleep Florence Percy 
Shall I see my home again Rose Carroll 
Somebody's Darling Mrs. E. K. Crawford 
Tell my mother not to weep Nurse and Spy 
The Conquered Battle Moina 
The Dying Drummer Boy Mary A. Lathbury 
The Dying Flag Bearer Emma Scarr Ledsham 
The Dying Volunteer Minnie Moore 
The Patriot's Grave Mabelle 
The Soldier's Dream of Home Hon. Mrs. E. O. Perrin 
The Soldier's Dying Farewell Found Lyrics 
The Soldier's Request, or Take me home to die Clara Eastland 
The Volunteer's Vision Mary H. C. Booth 
What is home without a mother?  Alice Hawthorne 
What will they tell our children when this sad war is 
o'er Jennie Seguin Frodsham 
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